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Payapa—Explosive Profits Edition 
By Blanco

The most rewarding thing about Payapa is that you can ride the trend or trade against it, and 
still manage to walk away with profit. 

The Anatomy of Payapa— The Code 

Stochastic Oscillator (5,3,3– with seven levels-10-Strong Buy; 30- Buy 1;40- Buy; 50-Wait; 
60- Sell; 70- Sell 1; 90- Strong Sell)

5 EMA—B(blue)
8 EMA—R(red)
13 EMA—O(orange)
21 EMA—P(purple)
200 EMA—G(green)
100EMA—B(black)
 Colors acronym :BROPGB
*All EMA’s must be “Applied to”— Median Price(HL/2)
ZOOM OUT (MAX ZOOM-OUT)

Drag your platform to the middle is the screen(DO THIS BY DOUBLE TAPPING ON THE 
SCREEN, HOLD THEN DRAG IT TO THE LEFT)

Your setup should look like this: 
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Dissecting Payapa’s Anatomy 

THE PURPOSE OF EXPONENTIAL MOVING AVERAGES (EMAs)
Their underlying purpose remains the same: to help technical traders track the trends. 
The 4 EMAs (5,8,13 & 21) are always moving along together. 
When the Blue EMA (5) is above all three it means the market is trending up. 
When the Purple EMA (21) is above all three EMAs it means the market is trending down. 
Please note: I’m not referring to the main trend here (we’ll cover that later)

The 100 & 200 EMA usually cross or intersect at 10 or 90 level, but on rare cases they can also 
intersect anywhere except previously mentioned levels. 

This two EMAs confirm the direction of the trend for a certain period of time depending on the 
timeframe one is using. 
When the 200 EMA is above 100, it means the market is going down. 
When the 200 EMAs is below the 100 EMA, it means the market Is trending up (uptrend) 
This is true for all timeframes although it might differ in relation to timeframes, because the 
higher the timeframe the greater the lag phase is these EMAs.
Please note: If the 100 & 200 EMAs don’t cross at 10/90 levels there is a high probability that 
the market will bounce back to the previous level or surpass it. 

THE STOCHASTIC OSCILLATOR 
Stochastic oscillator depicts the momentum of the trend and it also represent the current market 
movement. 
The stochastic has two important lines;
The “Main Line” (lime-ish in color) and the “Signal Line” ( Red dotted line)
Those two lines are very crucial especially when it come to making killer entries. 
It’ll be almost impossible to execute perfect entries if you don’t use a stochastic (for those who 
use RSI instead of Stochastic are merely gambling not trading) 
Every-time those lines intersects it means there’s a major or slight change of the market 
momentum depending on where it occurs. 
Usually when the intersection occurs at extreme levels (10/90) it means the change in 
momentum might be big, but again this has to be coupled with the rest of EMAs for 
confirmation. 

How it all works— Let’s Get Started 
For payapa to be absolutely flawless you have to use 3 timeframes in sync. 
Main Chart(MC)— Chart to spot entries
Confirmation Chart(CC)— Chart to confirm spotted entries 
Additional Confirmation Chart(ACC)—conforms all of the above, it also clearly defines the 
longevity of my positions. 
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Timeframe Sets:
1 min (MC)—5 min(CC)— 15 min (ACC)
5 min(MC)— 15 min(CC)— 1 hr (ACC)

1 hr(MC)— 4hr(CC)— Daily(ACC)

I would hardly advise you to trade the last set because the year might end without 
placing a trade. 
Daily(C)— Weekly(CC)— Monthly(ACC)

Trading the “second set” is good because the rewards thereof are mind blowing(mega pips🤑 )
But here my approach is a little bit different because I use 15 min as my main chart, and the 5 
min chart to perfect entries, to enter as early as possible. The 1 hour chart serves as 
confirmation, sometimes I check the 4 hr if I’m not so sure about my decision. 

Entry RULES 
Continuation Trap— don’t be fooled

Before we get into the details of how one should execute I want warn you first of a concept I 
coined “continuation trap(CT)”
CT occurs when in all your three sets of timeframes, it is when all your EMAs are all at extreme 
levels (10/90). 
This is appealing because one might think a new trend is about to begin, whereas in most cases 
it’s not. Its simply a trap to lure traders to take position while the trend still continues against 
them. Hence I call it a Continuation Trap.
The CT is present in technical analysis,

NB: Avoid the CT  at all cost. 
Fortunately you can escape the CT by applying price action technique to spot  any double / 
triple top or double/ triple bottom, in such a case you’re more or less likely to catch the trend at 
its early stages. But this method of patterns it’s not always accurate, and  if it’s too complicated 
for you there’s absolutely now need to use it. 
By avoiding the CTs, I guarantee you that you’ll never ever lose money in forex. 

Valid Signal: SELL📉
In almost every setup it’s possible to execute what we call a Sniper entry, an entry executed 
exactly at the turning point. But don’t have to always look for sniper entries for you to make 
money, in fact you can always make money without even a single sniper entry. I love taking 
sniper entries because they make my trading sessions more exciting. 

Please note: Never ever look for SE when the market it’s in a CT, because you’ll probably blow 
your account. 

Sell📉 📉 📉

15 min chart— EMAs at 90 including stochastic (sometimes it will be between 70-90). 5 min 
chart almost always corresponds with the 15 chart, so you’ll definitely get a similar setup. 
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1 hr chart—All EMAs can be at any level except 90, the only EMAs that can be taken into 
consideration when they are at level 90 are the four EMAs (5,8,13 & 21),  while the remaining 
two (100 & 200) are relatively far from them(lagging)
In most cases on 1 hr TF your EMAs will be at 50. 
Your stochastic should be coupled with your EMAs. 
Now it is only at this point that the SIGNAL IS VALID!

How and When To Execute
You have to wait for your stochastic to cross itself on your main chart then place your entries. 

The Sniper🏹 🏹 🏹  FORMULA 
If your a sniper junkie then you’re in for a surprise!😅
When it comes to sniper entries you have to be quick and accurate. 
Remember not every entry has to be a sniper. 
The benefit of being a sniper is that even if the market retraces  your trades will hardly be 
red because price will not surpass your entry, unless there are fundamentals. So you’re 
safe from all market fluctuations. 

For one to be sniper it’s actually easy, all you need to do is befriend the 5 min chart. Although 
the 15 min chart might be used to spot entries, 5 min chart is ideal for flawless entries. 

Here’s the drill
Wait for the stochastic to cross itself (while EMAs are at extreme levels) and immediately after 
the cross place your orders, and bang! 💥 You have become a sniper!
This is super accurate because you’ll find that when the 5 min stochastic crosses the 15 min 
one is about to cross. This means 15 min chart is a little bit lagging for sniper. 
 So 5 min TF is a sniper’s most valuable tool!

Important note: 100 & 200 EMAs can also act as support and resistance(horizontally/ 
diagonally)

No negative trade at all. 

  

One last blow— GIANT BLOW🥊 🥊 🥊

If all EMAs On 15 min chart and 1 hr are lingering at extremes there is one last messenger to 
consult which is the 4hr chart. 
If on the 4 hr chart your EMAs still linger on extremes like previous timeframes, its a valid and 
most dangerous CT you’ll ever regret in your life, but if all your EMAs are not lingering at 
extreme levels on the 4hr chart then it’s a valid setup. You’re only eligible to execute a trade if 
the 4 hr chart four EMAs are at 50 or extreme levels(90/10), while the 100 & 200 will be 
relatively far from them. A Valid Setup that will definitely yield profit! 🤑 ' 🤣

“Continuation Trap” Antidote
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There is Alternative way to take advantage of traps 
Let’s say in all timeframes (5 min, 15 min, 1 hr & 4 hr); all EMAs are lingering at extreme levels. 
As you may know it’s a trap. 
You can take advantage of the this CT and benefit from it instead of being trapped. Use 5/15 
min timeframe zoom-in once. For example a “Sell continuation” just before the fall 4 EMAs 
would touch the ceiling (the 90 level roof) while 100 & 200 are still lagging behind then in such a 
case, Sell is valid setup and you will definitely be in the money. 

Another Alternative Way,

Bruce + Payapa
Confirm breakouts with higher timeframes, if they all linger at extremes it’s a trap so you should 
use the last deciding timeframe which is 4hr. In such a case you have to enter the opposite 
direction(for example while EMAs are lingering at 90 and the breakout was a sell (5 min TF) wait 
for a buy break-out and execute. Confirmation TFs are 15min, 1hr & 4 hr (last messenger) 

Valid signal: BUY📈
It’s actually the opposite of a sell signal. 

Exit Rules 
For an exit strategy there’s one important timeframe to consider which is the 15 min chart. 
All you need to do is zoom-in once and exit immediately when four EMAs (5,8,13 & 21) reach 
the other extreme level. 
The zoomed-in Version is less risky because it’s not always they all EMAs will reach the other 
end. Sometimes they will turn @ 70/30 depending on your setup. 
It’s also advisable to wait for all EMAs to reach the other end as a means to collect all the 
pips(zoomed out Version), but this method could be risky and even lead to a loss because it 
doesn’t always work. 
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